We find the exact order of the e-complexity in a power scale for some class of equations z = Hz + fin Hilbert space. This result allows us to obtain the exact order of information complexity for classes of Fredholm equations, Volterra equations, and weakly singular integral equations. o 1992 Academic press, IK.
INTRODUCTION
Investigation of the e-complexity of the equations z=Hz+f
was begun by N. S. Bakhvalov, N. M. Korobov, and N. N. Chencov (1961) . These authors considered the case of Fredholm integral equations and algorithms using as information the values of the kernel and free term at a certain system of points. For such equations and algorithms the exact order of the s-complexity in a power scale was obtained by K. V. Emel'yanov and A. M. Bin (1967) (for kernels belonging to the Sobolev class) and by A. F. Shapkin (1974) (for kernels belonging to the class of functions which have derivatives of the kind di+jldtidd, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , r). A. G. Werschulz (1984) investigated the e-complexity of algorithms using as information about free terms off the values of some continuous functionals S,(f), S,(f), . . . , S,(f). However, this work is connected with the case where integral operator H is fixed and we have perfect information about H. After that, in a review, H. Woiniakowski (1986) set the task of estimating the complexity of the Fredholm problem of the second kind in the case where integral operators H vary. For classes of Fredholm integral equations with smooth 2r-periodic kernels and free terms the completion of H. Wozniakowski's task was obtained in the works of S. V. Pereverzev (1988 Pereverzev ( , 1989 Pereverzev ( , 1991 .
As to other classes of equations (1) with compact operator H, we are able to indicate only works by Iu. N. Shakhov (1959 Shakhov ( , 1961 . These works are connected with Volterra integral equations and algorithms using as information the values of the kernel and the free term at a certain system of points. Iu. N. Shakhov (1959) constructs the algorithm A0 which guarantees E-accuracy for the class of Volterra equations whose kernels h(t, 7) have the continuous derivatives ah/at, ah/&, and d2hldt& and for which comp(AO) > CE-~.
The present paper is devoted to calculating the exact order of information complexity in a power scale for the wide class of Eqs. (1) which includes Fredholm and Volterra integral equations whose kernels belong to the classes of differentiable functions. Moreover, our class contains some weakly singular integral equations of the second kind; for example, Peierls' integral equations that arise in transport theory (see Peierls (1939) ). We note that in Tartu's symposium on singular integral equations (1989) G. Vainikko sets the task of obtaining the information complexity of weakly singular integral equations. From the results of the present paper we obtain the answer to G. Vainikko's question in the case of Peierls weakly singular integral equations. In addition we ascertain that for the class of Volterra integral equations with kernels h(t, 7) and free terms f(t) having derivatives ah/at, ahlar, and (dldt)f, the exact order of .+complexity in a power scale is E-' but not e-z (see estimation (2)).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the necessary notions and adduce some results connected with the optimization of adaptive direct methods of solving Eq. (1). We emphasize that optimization of adaptive direct methods is the basis for the construction of optimal algorithms in the sense of information-based complexity. In Section 3 we formulate and prove the main result about the exact order of the e-cornplexity in a power scale for some class of Eq. (1). Section 4 contains some applications of the main result to Fredholm equations, Volterra equations, and weakly singular integral equations.
SOMETHEOREMS ABOUTOPTIMIZATIONOFDIRECTMETHODS
Let X be a Hilbert space, and let Y be some normed subspace of X. Moreover, we assume that for all cp E Y, IIqilx 5 llqll y. We denote by Z(X, Y) the space of linear and continuous operators H acting from X to Y with the usual norm Let a set %! C %(X, Y) be such that the operator equation (1) is uniquely solvable for any H E 'Z and for any
The class of such equations we denote by WY.
Following Sobolev (1964) , we consider direct methods of solving (1) which represent a rule D, according to which one associates to the operator H an X-dimensional subspace FN of X and an operator HN from X into FN, such that the equation
is uniquely solvable, and zg is taken as the approximate solution of (1). For a fixed X the set of all direct methods will be denoted by Bdx. It is natural to optimize direct methods in the sense of the quantity
The first results in this direction were obtained by S. Pereverzev (1982) for some classes of Fredholm integral equations. The connection between optimization in the sense of the quantity Ox and s-numbers of operator H was ascertained by S. Heinrich (1985) and E. Schock (1985) . After that this optimization was investigated by S. Pereverzev and S. Solodky (1990) . Now we adduce two results by S. Solodky (1990) (Theorem 1 and Lemma l), which will be utilized in Section 3. Let us consider the set X = X(X, Y) := {H : H E %(X, Y), [[Z&r 5 OJ, t/(Z -HI-'llx+r 5 PI. THEOREM 1. LetFlCFzC.. .CF,,C.. .CYbethesequenceof finite-dimensional subspaces, dim F,, = L(n), and let PF. be the orthogonal projection on F,, . Zf for all n > no, a/3llZ -PFJl r+x 5 y < 1, then where X = 2L(n), dim F,,+k = L(n + k) > N, and the constants cl and 13 are independent of X and n. 
Let X = LZ = L2(0, 1) be the space of functions which are squaresummable on (0, 1) with the usual norm, and let Y = L: = L$(O, 1) be the space of functions which are absolutely continuous on 10, 11 and f' E L2(0, I), IlflL: = lb-IL* + llf'llL2. 
whose kernels h(h) have derivatives (d/at) h and
We denote by 9; the class of Eq. (4) The indicated order on the class Wb is realized by the adaptive direct method D,, n = [N/2] ([ml is the integral part of the number m), according to which one associates the operator H E Vi to the operator Proof. In order to obtain the upper estimate, we note that for some (Y, & X = Lz, and Y = L:, class Vi belongs to class X(X, Y) and class qb belongs to class q$. From Theorem 1, Lemma 1, and relation (5) we find and the required upper estimate for the quantity 13, has been obtained.
Let us obtain the required lower estimate. We denote by W;,O, v = 1,2, p > 0, the set of functions f(t) having an absolutely continuous derivative f(v-r) on [O, 11 and f@') E L2, Ilfcv)llL2 I p, f@(O) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ) v -1. Moreover, let H, be the Volterra integral operator of the form where y is a constant that participates in the definition of class V!, . Now we denote by UE, the set of functions f(t) of the form
Let us consider the class qHy of Volterra equations z(t) = &z(t) + fW fe q,. (7) It is obvious that H, E V{ and for some pr, U;, C L:,l, qH, C Yr:. Moreover, the solutions of Eq. (7) of the class qH1 fill completely the set WA,,o, while the functions f(t) fill the set Uz,. It is known (see, for example, Tikhomirov (1976 pp. 240, 241, and 244) ) that for the Kolmogorov diameter of the set WL,o the following estimate holds: Remark 2. It is known that for approximate solution of Volterra integral equations the direct methods constructed on the basis of quadrature formulas, the so-called methods of quadrature formulas, are usually used. The optimization of these methods was investigated by Yu. P. Yatsenko and Sh. A. Naubetova (1989) . From the results of this paper there follows that on class q : the optimal order of accuracy of methods of quadrature formulas is X-l. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 2, we conclude that methods of quadrature formulas are not optimal direct methods for class 9;.
THE MAIN RESULT
Let {ei}pi be some orthonormal basis of Hilbert space X, and let P, be the orthogonal projector on span {el , e2, . . . , e,}, that is,
where (. , .) is an inner product in the Hilbert space X.
We denote by X", 0 < v < 00, the normed subspace of X, which satisfy the conditions (3 111 -PnII~v-*~ < c11-v~ n= 1,2,. . . )
where the constant c is independent of II, and
(ii) for all cp E X" IlG4lx 5 IIs4lx~.
Moreover, for Y = X", we denote by 1Irg the class !I'$ of Eq. (l), where x c Z(X, X").
We shall investigate the complexity of finding approximate solutions of Eq. (1) for some classes q%. The formulation of the problem and terminology are borrowed from Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) . Following J. F. Traub and H. Woiniakowski (1980) , let us agree to classify as primitive operations arithmetic operations and the operations of computing the values of various continuous functionals defined on %e C 3(X", X) and X". The complexity of arithmetic operations is assumed to be 1, and the complexity of the operation of computing the value of the continuous functional does not exceed a fixed number d > 1.
Let T = {Si}Ei be some collection of continuous functionals & of which 61982, * * . , & are defined on the set %e and &+, , &+2, a,,,, on the XV, card(T) := m, +rM = {T : card(T) < M}.
To each Eq. (1) of q& we assign the numerical vector which we call the information of Eq. (l), and the collection of functionals T will be called a method of specifying information.
By the algorithm A of an approximate solution of the equations from ?& we mean the operator assigning to information (8) as an approximate solution of Eq. (1) an element A(T, H, f) E X. We assume that every algorithm A connected with the parametric set of elements and NT, H, f 1 = (PS,.Z~ ,..., C. E FA, where value ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, depends on the components of the vector T(H, f) and for calculation of these values it is required to exe.cuite only arithmetic operations on the
We denote by sfLx(T) the set of algorithms A in which it is required to execute no more than X arithmetic operations (A.O.) on the components of the vector (8) (9) is the minimal error, which we are able to guarantee on the class W& after the execution of no more than X A.O. on the informational functionals 6i. The quantity (9) characterizes the complexity of the equations from class q&. Namely, if we denote by comp(qk , E) the &-complexity (in the sense of the monograph by Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) of approximately solving equations in Yrh then in our case (see Traub and Wozniakowski (1980) , chap. 5, Lemma 2.2)
CompW k , ~1 = min{X : E&P/) < a}.
Let II, be the set of all continuous maps 7~ from XV into N-dimensional Euclidean space RN. Moreover, let 7~ -' 0 ~(9) be an inverse image of element ~((0) E RN, cp E X". The quantity
is the Babenko (1976) pretabulated width of the set x2 = {q : cp E X", Ilqllp 5 d}.
The next lemma ascertains a connection between E&P&) and the pretabulated width AN(X~, X). Thus, the set Ud belongs to the ball X; and the set qHa, of equations of the form belongs to the class *k. Now we fix in an arbitrary manner a method of specifying information T E TM and M 5 X, and consider the mapping wr, which assigns to the solution z of Eq. (11) In view of the unique solvability of the equations from qHO the set of their solutions completely fills out the ball X2, while the mapping wr is a continuous mapping of X2 into RM . For sufficiently small E > 0 we select zl, z2 E X2 such that
Now we note that z i and z2 are solutions of the equations z = Hoz + h, 5 = zi -Hozi, i = 1, 2, from the set qHO E 9% and T(Ho,fJ = T(Ho,f2). But then for any A E dN( T) we have llzl -zzI(x < llz, -A (T, Hoz , f,)ll + 1122 -A (T-Ho, f2111x
and, by virtue of the arbitrariness of E > 0, T E TM, A e S&N(T), and M 5 N, the assertion of the lemma follows from (12) and (13).
Now we consider the set of methods for specifying information which we call the Galerkin information.
The so-called Galerkin method of approximate solution of Eq. (1) reduces to the situation where to Eq. (1) there is assigned a uniquely solvable equation zG = P,HzG + PA where P, is the orthogonal projector on span{ei , . . . , e,}, and zG is taken as an approximate solution of (1). It is clear that
where unknown coefficients ci will be found from the following system of linear equations: Information of this type we call the Galerkin information. Let us assign to each Galerkin functional 6(H) = (ei, Hej) a point (i, j) on the coordinate plane Rz, This point is called the number of the functional 6(H) = (ei, Hej).
Denote by qv+ = V!y+(~, /3, y) the class of Eq. (1) whose free termsf belong to the ball Xi and operators H belong to the class Let rrn be the plane set of the form It is easy to show that
Let us assign to each operator H E Z!f y,@ the finite-demensional operator H, = H,(H) = 2 (P2* -P2'-1)HP22m-k + P, HP22m k=l + 2 P2wH(P 2k -P&l) + P22mHP, -P2m HP2m. 
then the unknown coefficients Xi, i = 1, . . . , 2", will be found from the following system of linear equations: Xi = ,$ Q(ei, Hej) + (ei, HmZk-1 -Zk-1 + Ppf), i= 1,. . .,2".
w-9
Let us agree to denote by c, cl, c2, . . . various constants depending on the parameters (Y, /I, y, d, p, Y. Now we consider the algorithm A, from &(7',) for which A,(T,,
The following theorem is the main result of the present paper. The algorithm A,,, and Galerkin information T,,,(H, f), m22m = X, are order-optimal in the power scale in the sense of the quantity EN(W+).
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the following lemmas. 
IIH -H,,,(H)l(xv+x 5 cm2-2mv.
Proof.
Let us consider the operator another c2="'rn A.O. will be required. If the coefficients ai,i in (31) are known, then the realization of no more than c22mm A.O. is required in order to find the coefficients ai, in the representation Hmzl -ZI + Ppnf = 5 ai, ei.
i=l After this, we repeat fork = 2,3,4 the scheme, which is described above. Thus, we find that A, E ox,
The lemma is proved. 
IJH, -H, P&*x 5 c 2-(2'3)mlr.
Proof. We prove relation (32) (relation (33) is proved in a similar manner). It follows from (29) and relation (i) that
The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3. The required lower estimates (21) and (22) follow from (20) and Lemma 2.
To obtain the upper estimates (21) and (22), estimate the error of the algorithm A, on the class VV+.
Let us assign to each Eq. (1) the equation
From relations (23) and (33), and from the theorem on the invertibility of a linear operator that is close to an, invertible operator, it follows that for H E %%'(a, p, y)
Moreover, for H E %?'+(a!, p, y) and f E X; there is the estimate 
Taking into account (24), (36) 
From (40) and (16) we have
Moreover, from (17), (32), (35), and (37)- (39), we find Taking into account (15) and Lemma 5, the last inequality means that for x = m22m, Thus, we obtain the upper estimate required for completing the proof of Theorem 3. 
and llbllw;" 5 C.
It is easy to verify that for the generalized derivative of i&r) we have the representation (49) where the operator
is a singular integral with Cauchy's type kernel. It is known (see, e.g., Ivanov, 1968, p. 124 ) that llsll LpL2 5 CT (50) where C is an absolute constant. Moreover, it is clear that for q E L2,
where Cr is also an absolute constant. Thus, from (49)-(51) we find for cp E LZ (52) The inequality (45) is proved. Now observe that
where cp E W:, and from (49) (b = l), (50) and, (51) it follows that Ilrollw: 5 mIL2-
By virtue of the embedding of W: in CIO. l] for b E B1.k(D) and 0 < 6 < h, we have 
Moreover, it is known that for cp E Wi,
Taking into account (47), (48), and (53)- (56), we obtain for z E L2 c&lb* z, h) 5 (Ch + C,h"2)llzllL2 ': Ch'"llzllt2.
The last inequality means that relation (46) holds. The lemma is proved. Now we turn to the definition of algorithm A, and Galerkin information T,(H, f). We have ei = xi(t), where {xi, ~2, . . , , x,, . . .} is the Haar orthonormal basis. Moreover, let P,, = P,, . It is known (see, e.g., Kashin and Saakian, 1984, p. 82 ) that 111 -PxJWs'L2 5 cn-', IJZ -PxJW&+L2 5 cn-"2.
(58)
The last relations mean that for Y = 1, p = 4. X = L2, x" = Wi , and Xp = W:", conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Taking into account Corollary 2, we find that for X = L2, Xi = Wi , and X'12 = W:12, But then, by virtue of Corollary 1 and the inequality (see Tikhomirov, 1976, p. 220, 247) ,
we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.
c*x-1 I z&(&J) 5 C&'log2X.
The indicated optimal order in the power scale on the class W& is realized by the algorithm A,,, and the Galerkin information T,(H, J), m22m = X, which are constructed on the basis of the Haar orthonormal system.
2. Let us consider the class V$' of the Volterra integral operators (6) whose kernels h(t, 7) have derivatives (d/at) h, (a/&) h, and max Ih(t, 7)( + (1: 1: (i h(t, 7))' 05r,czl + (; h(t, T,)* dt dT)"* 5 y.
We denote by *$I the class of Volterra equations (4) with operators H E VJJ and free terms from the unit ball of the space Wi.
Note that for H E Vi*' H*Z(t) = I,' h(7, f)Z@)dT and f H*z(t) = h(t, t)z(t) + jy ; h(7, t)z(7)d7. Taking into account Corollary 1 and (58)- (60), we have the following statement. The indicated optimal order in the power scale on the class 'Jf\I' is realized by the algorithm A,,, and Galerkin information T,(H, f), m22m = SIT, which are constructed on the basis of Haar's orthonormal system.
3. In conclusion of the present paper we consider the Fredholm integral equations with differentiable kernels.
Let L$ = L$(O,l) be a normed space of continuous functionsf(t) whose p-r) is absolutely continuous on [O,l] and p) E L2. Therewith l!fllL~ = IlfllL, + 2 IPIL We denote by l,(t), 12(t), . 1 (t), . . . * * 7 n the orthonormal basis of Legendre polynomials on [O,l] . Let Pf, be the orthogonal projector on span {1,, 12,. . . , In}. It is known that for f E L$ Ilf -Pfiflb2 5 cn-Ifll~i. 
We denote by Vi? = q?p(cr, p) the class of the Fredholm integral equations z(f) = Hz(t) + f(t) = 1; h(t, T)Z(T)~T + f(t) whose free termsf(t) belong to the unit ball of the space Lg and H E %&.A.
It follows from (61) and (62) that for ei = /i(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,X = Lz, P = Ls, and X@ = Lf conditions (i) and (ii) hold and Py c wya, p, y). (63) Moreover, it is known (see Tikhomirov, 1976, pp. 220, 247) (63) and (64), we obtain the following theorem:
THEOREM6.
Forv/2~p~v,v,p=1,2,.
. . ,
The indicated optimal order in the power scale on the class q2fi is realized by the algorithm A, and Galerkin information T&Z, f), m22m = X, which are constructed on the basis of orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials.
